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Abstract

In this work, we present our solution for the AVA-
Kinetics challenge in Intertional Challenge on Activity
Recognition at CVPR 2020. We attempt multiple solutions
for this task. The results from multiple models are merged
for the final submission. Our final submission achieves
32.91 mAP on AVA-Kinetics challenge, which is the second
place solution. We got the good result without using some
common training techniques. For example, we didn’t use
the whole AVA-Kinetics dataset to train the model and we
didn’t use a very strong model for Kinetics. These show the
efficiency of the models used in this work and indicate easy
future works to enhance the performance.

1. Introduction

Video understanding has made considerable progress in
recent years thanks to the evolution of deep learning and
available large-scale datasets. The task of action detection is
one of the most important and difficult tasks among multiple
techniques. It aims to detect and recognize actions in space
and time.

Previous works attack the action detection problem using
different methods. Various 3D CNN [8, 11, 2, 3] extend
2D convolution to 3D convolution. Two stream networks
[12, 4] leverage different kinds of visual information such
as RGB stream and optical flow. Other than that, recently
proposed methods such as Nonlocal network [14] play on
high-level feature map extracted from backbone to enhance
the performance.

Large-scale datasets push forward the progress of ac-
tion detection. AVA [6] is a large video dataset of spatio-
temporally localized atomic visual actions, containing 430
15-minutes video clips. Spatio-temporal labels are pro-
vided for one frame per second, with every person anno-
tated with a bounding box and multiple actions, resulting
in 1.58M action labels in total. the Kinetics 700 [1] is the
largest video classification dataset which contains 700 ac-
tion classes. In 2020, the AVA-Kinetics localized human
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actions video dataset [9] is proposed. The dataset is col-
lected by annotating videos from the Kinetics-700 dataset
using the AVA annotation protocol, and extending the orig-
inal AVA dataset with these new AVA annotated Kinetics
clips.

In this challenge, we attempt different methods for the
action detection task. For the origin AVA dataset, we adopt
Asynchronous Interaction Aggregation (AIA) network and
LGN network. For the Kinetics part of the dataset, we
apply simply a SlowFast Network [3]. The network used
for Kinetics dataset is relatively simple, a stronger model
such as AIA can further the performance. What’s more,
we trained models on AVA dataset and Kinetics dataset
separately. However, transfering the knowledge from one
dataset to the other can enhance the performance for both
datasets. We leave them as future work.

2. Methods
Backbone. We select SlowFast network with ResNet-101
structure [7] as our backbone model. The backbone is pre-
trained on Kinetics-700 video classification dataset.

AIA Network. Asynchronous Interaction Aggregation
network [13] is the recently proposed network for action
detection. It achieves the state of the art performance on
the AVA dataset. We select it as our solution for this chal-
lenge due to its high performance. On top of the back-
bone model, AIA has an Interaction Aggregation structure
to model multiple types of interactions. The interactions are
aggregated in a deep structure to accurately catch the atten-
tion between persons and the context. What’s more, AIA
proposes the Asynchronous Memory Update algorithm that
enables us model long-term interaction dynamically with-
out huge computation cost. For AIA dataset, we only train
the network on origin AVA dataset. Adding training sam-
ples from Kinetics dataset could massively improve the per-
formance according to [9].

LGN. Long-term Gating Network focuses on the tempo-
ral modelling of feature banks and utilizes gating mecha-
nism to emphasize relevant features. Same as AIA, we only
train the network on origin AVA dataset.
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Entry AVA Kinetics Kinetics AVA

Official Baseline 22.70 19.74 21.23
YH Technologies[17] - - 19,69
Tsinghua University - - 21.03
LFB [15] - - 27.20
Action Transformer [5] - - 24.93
ByteDance [10] - - 30.20
Three Branch[16] - - 32.49
SlowFast [3] (7ens) - - 34.25
Ours 32.91 25.57 35.50

Table 1: Test Results on AVA Kinetics

Model for Kinetics. Our solution for Kinetics part is sim-
ple. We finetune the pretrained backbone on the Kinetics
part of AVA-Kinetics. The ground true human box is used
during training. During inference, a Faster-RCNN model
is used for human box detection. These human boxes are
used to extract human features from video feature. These
features are fed to the action head for the final classifica-
tion. The model for Kinetics is simple, thus more progresses
could be made for Kinetics. First, AIA network could be ap-
plied to Kinetics for a huge performance gain. Second, the
knowledge learnt from AVA dataset could be transfered to
Kinetics. This knowledge could be especially important for
the difficult classes. Third, the ground truth human box of
Kinetics could also be used to train a stronger human detec-
tor.

3. Conclusion and Future Work

In this report, we present our solution for the AVA-
Kinetics challenge at CVPR 2020. The test result is shown
in Table. 1. Our solution is simple and there are several ev-
ident improvements that could further largely improve the
performance. First, we could use strong model such as AIA
and LGN for the Kinetics part of AVA-Kinetics. Second,
we could jointly train model using both AVA and Kinetics
dataset to have more training data. Third, the ground truth
human boxes from both AVA and Kinetics could be used to
train a better human detector.
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